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Abstract— For active, probing-based bandwidth mea-
surements performed on top of the unifying IP layer, it
may seem reasonable to expect the measurement problem
in wireless networks, such as ad-hoc networks, to be no
different than the one in wired networks. However, in
networks with 802.11 wireless links we show that this is
not the case. We also discuss the underlying reasons for
the observed differences.

Our experiments show that the measured available
bandwidth is dependent on the probe packet size (contrary
to what is observed in wired networks). Another equally
important finding is that the measured link capacity is
dependent on the probe packet sizeand on the cross-traffic
intensity.

The study we present has been performed using a
bandwidth measurement tool, DietTopp, that is based on
the previously not implemented TOPP method. DietTopp
measures the end-to-end available bandwidth of a network
path along with the capacity of the congested link.

I. INTRODUCTION

Wireless networks, used when connecting to the In-
ternet or when several nodes want to communicate in an
ad-hoc manner, are becoming more and more popular.
Because of the increased dependence on wireless net-
work technology, it is important to ensure that methods
and tools for network performance measurement also
perform well in wireless environments. In this paper, we
focus on performance measurements in terms of network
bandwidth, both link bandwidth and the unused portion
thereof; the available bandwidth.

Measurement of network properties such as available
bandwidth in for example ad-hoc networks are important
for network error diagnosis and performance tuning but
also as a part of the adaptive machinery of network
applications such as streaming audio and video. Since
the exact route between two nodes in an ad-hoc network
usually is unknown and may change without notification
to the application layer the end-to-end measurement of

the available bandwidth should not require any infras-
tructure or pre-installed components at each node. To
achieve that, common end-to-end bandwidth measure-
ment methods can be applied.

State-of-the-art bandwidth measurement methods are
for example Pathchirp [1], Pathload [2], Spruce [3] and
TOPP [4]. The basic principle is to inject a set of
measurement packets, so calledprobe packets, into the
network. The probe packets traverse the network path
to a receiver node, which time stamps each incoming
probe packets. By analyzing these time stamps estimates
of the link capacity and/or the available bandwidth
can be made. For many end-to-end available bandwidth
measurement methods no previous knowledge of the
underlying network topology is needed. That is, band-
width estimation methods are well suited for end-to-end
performance measurements in ad-hoc networks.

The existing methods differ in how probe packet are
sent (the flight patterns) and in the estimation algorithms
used. An overview of methods and tools in this area can
be found in [5].

In the following sections, we describe and measure
bandwidth estimation characteristics when probing in
802.11 wireless networks. We show that both the mea-
sured available bandwidth and the measured link capac-
ity are dependent on the probe packet size. Furthermore,
our measurements indicate that the measured link capac-
ity is also dependent on the cross-traffic rate. We discuss
the origins of some of the observed behavior.

The measurements have been performed in a testbed
containing both wireless and wired hops. Our testbed
topology only consist of one wireless hop, but we believe
that our results illustrate the measurement problem for
larger ad-hoc networks, consisting of several wireless
hops, as well. To produce measurement results we
have used DietTopp, a tool that measures the available
bandwidth and link capacity of an end-to-end path. For
comparisons and to illustrate that our observations are



not tied to a certain measurement tool, we have also used
the tool Pathload, that measure the available bandwidth
of an end-to-end path, in our experiments.

Earlier work has touched upon the problem of active
measurements of bandwidth in wireless networks. In
[6] we discuss the main problem areas when deploying
existing bandwidth measurement methods in ad-hoc net-
works. For example, we observed using ns-2 simulations,
that the measured link capacity show dependence on the
cross-traffic rate.

Measurement results presented in [7] indicate that the
available bandwidth is dependent of the probe packet
size. Our study extends that study by showing thatboth
the available bandwidth and the measured link capacity
depends on both the probe packet size and the cross-
traffic rate. Further, we use a more complex measurement
topology to verify their findings.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section
II-A describes the original TOPP measurement method.
DietTopp, which is our implementation of a modified
TOPP method, is also presented. Section II-B is a de-
scription of the testbed we have used for the investigation
of the bandwidth measurement problem in wireless net-
works. Section III shows measurement results from using
DietTopp in wired as well as in wireless networks. We
discuss the results and compare them to results obtained
by Pathload. In Section IV some important observations
are made. The paper ends with conclusions in Section
V.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

This section describes our experimental setup. That
is, the measurement tool (DietTopp), our testbed and
what kind of measurements we have performed and their
relevance to ad-hoc networks.

A. DietTopp

DietTopp has its origins in the previously not im-
plemented TOPP [4] method and uses the measured
dispersion of probe packet trains to calculate bandwidth
estimates.

In short summary DietTopp works as follows. Starting
at some offered probe rateomin, DietTopp injectsm
probe packet trains, where each train containsk equally
sized probe packets, into the network path. When all
probe trains corresponding to a probe rateomin have
been transmitted, DietTopp increases the offered rateo
by �o. Another set of probe packet trains are sent into
the network with the new probe rate. This is repeatedi
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Fig. 1. Plot of the ratiooi=mi as a function ofoi.
times until the offered probe rate reaches some specified
probe rateomax.

The probe packet dispersion may change as the probe
packets traverse the network path between the probe
sender and the probe receiver. This is due to thebot-
tleneck spacing effect [9] and/or interactions with com-
peting traffic.

The receiver time stamps each probe packet arrival.
Hence, any change in probe packet separation can be
measured. The time stamps are used to calculate the
measured probe ratemi.

When all measurements are collected, DietTopp com-
putes the ratiooi=mi for all i. If plotting the ratiooi=mi
on the y-axis andoi on the x-axis for alli, we get a plot
like the theoretical one in Figure 1. If the dispersion
of the probe packets would remain unchanged after
traversal of the network path, the measured rates,mi, on
the receiver side would be the same as the offered ratesoi. Expressed differently, the ratiooi=mi would equal
1. The link that limits the available bandwidth of the
path will eventually get congested when increasing the
offered probe rate. This causes the curve to rise since the
ratem does not increase as much as the rateo. If the link
capacity isl and the available bandwidth isa the relation
betweenoi andmi is given byo=m = (1 � a=l) + o=l
(when one link is congested) [4].

Segmentb in the figure is linear and the slope corre-
sponds to the link capacity of the congested link. The
available bandwidth of the end-to-end path is defined as
the intersection ofy = 1 andb (i.e. a in the figure) [4].

To speed up the probing phase of DietTopp we want to
avoid measurements belowa. That is, we want to ensure
thatomin > a. This is done by estimatingmmax which is
done by injecting a set of probe packets at rateomax and
then measure their separation at the receiver. According



to [4] mmax is greater than the available bandwidth
(mmax is referred to as the asymptotic dispersion rate
in [10]).

Having a value ofomin > a the procedure described
above is executed to find the link capacity and available
bandwidth.

DietTopp is implemented in C++ on Unix platforms
and can be downloaded from [11].

B. The testbed

The testbed used consists of 9 computers running
Linux, shown in Figure 2. The link speed for each link is
shown in the figure. The links betweenXw1, Xw2 andR1 are 802.11b wireless links while the link betweenS
andR1 either can be a 802.11b wireless link or a 100
Mbps wired link.
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Fig. 2. The testbed is constructed by one wireless link, three routers
and several cross-traffic generators (on both the wireless and the
wired links)

The cross traffic, generated by a modified version oftg
[12], can either take the routeX1 ! R1 ! R2 ! X2
or the routeX1 ! R2 ! R3 ! X2. Cross traffic
can also be generated byXw1 andXw2 on the wireless
hop. The cross traffic is either constant bit rate (CBR),
exponential or pareto distributed (shape = 1.5). Further,
the cross traffic consists of 60 (46%), 148 (11%), 500
(11%) and 1500 (32%) byte packets. This distribution of
packet sizes originates from findings in [13].

C. Experiments

In this paper we want to identify possible problems
associated with bandwidth measurements in wireless
networks, such as ad-hoc networks. First we show two
measurements using DietTopp in a wired scenario. This
is to validate that our tool is sound in the simple wired
case before turning attention to the more complex case of
estimating end-to-end bandwidth in wireless networks.
We compare DietTopp results to theoretical values as
well as to values obtained from Pathload.

The measurements in the wireless scenario is done
using DietTopp. We elaborate on the impact of probe
packet size, the cross-traffic distribution, the number of
probe packets sent and on the number of cross-traffic
generators in the wireless network. We compare our
results to results obtained from Pathload.

This work is related to the work presented in [7]. We
extend and complement that work in the following way:
We use our newly developed tool DietTopp, that mea-
sured both the link capacity and the available bandwidth
of the bottleneck link. Previous work has only focused
on the available bandwidth on wireless links. Further, we
use a more complex testbed topology.

III. E XPERIMENTAL RESULTS

This section presents the results obtained using Di-
etTopp in wired and wireless scenarios. We have used
Pathload [2] to compare and discuss the obtained mea-
surement results. In the diagrams all measurement results
are shown with a 95% confidence interval.

A. Measurement results in wired networks

This section presents measurements done with both
DietTopp and Pathload in an all wired scenario. This
section is to show by example that our tool, DietTopp,
measures both the link capacity and the available band-
width in a sound way.

The diagram in Figure 3 illustrates results from Di-
etTopp measurements using four different cross traffic
intensities on link R1 - R2 (10 Mbps link capacity in
this case), shown on the x-axis. The cross traffic at link
R2 - R3 (100 Mbps link capacity) is a 8.76 Mbps stream.
Both cross-traffic streams are exponentially distributed.
The y-axis shows the measured link capacity (thin solid
line), the measured available bandwidth (thin dashed
line), the theoretical link capacity (thick solid line) and
the theoretical available bandwidth (thick dashed line).
As can be seen the correlation between measurement
results and the theoretical values is good.

The diagram in Figure 4 is a comparison of the
measured available bandwidth using DietTopp (dashed
line) and Pathload (solid line). The same testbed and
cross traffic setup is used as in Figure 3. We see that both
tools report similar estimates of the available bandwidth.

We have now given an indication that DietTopp es-
timates both the link capacity as well as the available
bandwidth in wired network with good accuracy, both
compared to theoretical values and compared to one
state-of-the-art bandwidth measurement tool, Pathload.
In the next subsection we investigate the impact of
wireless bottlenecks on the measurement results.



Fig. 3. Link capacity (solid lines) and available bandwidth(dashed
lines). Thick lines corresponds to theoretical values while thin lines
are values obtained from DietTopp.

Fig. 4. Available bandwidth measured by DietTopp (dashed line)
and Pathload (solid line).

B. Measurement results in wireless networks

This subsection presents our results from measure-
ments using DietTopp where the bottleneck is a wireless
link (the link between S and R1 in the testbed as
described in subsection II-B) which is the case in ad-
hoc wireless networks. Cross traffic is present on both
of the wired links R1 - R2 and R2 - R3, but the rate is
limited to approximately 9% of the corresponding link
capacity (100 Mbps in this case). That is, the wireless
link is the link that limits both the link capacity and
the available bandwidth. The cross traffic at the 100
Mbps links between R1, R2 and R3 is pareto distributed
and consists of 4 different packet sizes. The cross-traffic
configuration on the wired links is the same for each
experiment presented in this section.

The probe packet size affects both the measured link
capacity and the available bandwidth estimate when the
bottleneck in an end-to-end path is a wireless link.
We illustrate and describe this phenomenon in a set of
diagrams below.

Fig. 5. Available bandwidth (dashed lines) and measured link
capacity (solid lines) measured under 0, 250 Kbps and 500 Kbps
cross-traffic rates).

Fig. 6. Available bandwidth (dashed line) and link capacity(solid
line) measured by DietTopp in a wired network using different probe
packet sizes. The cross traffic is a 3.26 Mbps pareto distributed stream
on a 10 Mbps link.

The two upper curves in Figure 5 show the measured
link capacity (solid line) and the measured available
bandwidth (dashed line) when no cross traffic is present
on the wireless link. Varying the probe packet size from
1500 bytes down to 250 bytes gives decreasing values
of both the measured link capacity and the measured
available bandwidth. It should be observed that the total
number of bits remains constant independent of the probe



Cross traffic Measurement (Mbps)

0 2.32 - 2.39
250k cbr 1.67 - 1.67
250k exp 1.73 - 1.73
250k par 1.40 - 1.63
500k cbr 0.96 - 0.99
500k exp 0.87 - 0.95
500k par 1.27 - 1.29

TABLE I

MEASUREMENT RESULTS OBTAINED FROMPATHLOAD UNDER

THE INFLUENCE OF DIFFERENT CROSS-TRAFFIC DISTRIBUTIONS.

packet size. The total amount of probe data sent by
DietTopp in these measurements is 1.2 Mbit. Each probe
train consists of 16 probe packets and we send 5 probe
trains on each probe rate level. The number of probe
rate levels depends on the probe packet size; decreasing
the probe packet size increases the number of probe rate
levels.

The two middle curves show measurement values
when there is a 250 Kbps CBR cross-traffic stream on the
wireless link. The two bottom curves correspond to the
case when a 500 Kbps CBR stream is present. The same
decreasing trend for the measured link capacity and the
measured available bandwidth is visible. An interesting
phenomenon is that the difference between the measured
link capacity and the measured available bandwidth tends
to be smaller for small probe packet sizes. Why this is
the case is a subject of further research.

For comparison we have varied the probe packet size
in an all wired network. The measurement results can be
seen in Figure 6. Both the measured link capacity and the
available bandwidth are quite stabile, that is independent
of the probe packet size.

We have also done measurements using Pathload, a
tool that estimates the available bandwidth using 300
byte packets. The results obtained from using Pathload
in our testbed with different cross-traffic distributions
and intensities can be seen in Table I. When comparing
results obtained by Pathload (in Figure 5) to those of
DietTopp we can see that Pathload reports available
bandwidth measurement estimations that are in line
with estimations made by DietTopp (using interpolation
between packet sizes 250 and 500 bytes).

Figures 7 and 8 report results from the same type
of measurements as in Figure 5. However, in these
two scenarios we have used more complex cross-traffic
distributions. In Figure 7 we have used exponentially
distributed arrival times for the cross-traffic packets

Fig. 7. Available bandwidth (dashed lines) and measured link
capacity (solid lines) measured under 0, 250 Kbps and 500 Kbps
exponentially distributed coss-traffic.

Fig. 8. Available bandwidth (dashed lines) and measured link
capacity (solid lines) measured under 0, 250 Kbps and 500 Kbps
pareto distributed cross-traffic.

while in Figure 8 we have used pareto distributed arrival
times. As can be seen in both figures the confidence
intervals are larger when the cross traffic is burstier. It is
also obvious that the curves are less smooth compared
to the CBR case in Figure 5. In the pareto case (Figure
8) it is hard to distinguish between the 250 Kbps and
500 Kbps measurements of link capacity and available
bandwidth. However, we can still see that the measured
link capacity and available bandwidth is dependent on
both the probe packet size and the cross-traffic rate.
Again, comparing the measurement results (at the 300
byte probe packet size level) with results obtained by
Pathload (in Table I) we can conclude that the available
bandwidth estimate characteristics are compatible.

In Figure 9 we vary the probe packet size in the same



Fig. 9. Available bandwidth (dashed lines) and measured link ca-
pacity (solid lines) measured under 0 and 500 Kbps pareto distributed
cross-traffic. The number of probe packets is constant.

Fig. 10. Available bandwidth (dashed lines) and measured link
capacity (solid lines) measured under 0 and 500 Kbps CBR cross-
traffic. The cross traffic is generated by two different sources (250
Kbps each).

manner as above. However, instead of keeping the total
number of bits transfered constant we keep the number
of probe packets sent constant. The cross traffic is pareto
distributed. We see that even though the total amount of
probe data sent is less at each probe packet size level
the confidence intervals remain low.

In Figure 10 two cross-traffic generators are generating
250 Kbps of CBR cross traffic each. Comparing Figure
10 to the measurement results in Figure 5 we see that
the confidence intervals are larger when having multiple
cross-traffic generators.

C. Wireless measurement results discussed

In this subsection we will discuss the results obtained
in the previous subsection and the reasons for the differ-

Time
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be transmitted

5) Ready to send next 
probe packet

Fig. 11. A schematic picture of the procedure for sending a packet
in a 802.11 wireless network.

ence between DietTopp measurements in wired and in
wireless networks.

We will derive the differences from Figure 11 which
illustrates the procedure for sending a packet in a 802.11
wireless network. First, the radio transmitter at the
wireless node needs a clear channel to send its packet
on. This is illustrated by step 1 and 2 in the figure.
If someone else is using the channel the sender does
a back-off. It tries again after some time. Eventually the
packet is sent, step 3 in the figure. When the receiving
node gets the whole packet it responds with a link-layer
acknowledgment to the sender (step 4). The sender can
now transmit the next packet.

The reason for the decreasing measurement values of
the available bandwidth can be derived from the link-
level acknowledgments in step 3 and 4 in the figure. That
is, if the probe packet is small, the overhead induced by
the link-level acknowledgment is larger than if the probe
packet were large. We come to the conclusion that large
probe packets will measure a larger available bandwidth
than small probe packets.

The contention phase (step 1 and 2 in the figure) is
independent of the packet size. The contention phase is
instead dependent on the number of sending nodes in the
wireless networks. Increasing the number of stations that
want to send traffic over the wireless network increases
the waiting time for each node. It also increases the
variance of the waiting time.

In Figure 10 two cross-traffic generators are generating
250 Kbps of CBR cross traffic each as described above.
Since we have two wireless nodes sending traffic, this
is likely to affect the contention phase in Figure 11
in such a way that we get larger confidence intervals
in our measurement results. Comparing Figure 10 to
the measurement results in Figure 5 we see that the
confidence intervals are larger when having multiple
cross-traffic generators.

The results concerning the available bandwidth are in
line with results discussed in [7]. We validate and extend



thouse findings by using more complex testbed scenarios
and our own tool DietTopp.

A theoretical description of why the measured link
capacity is dependent on both the probe packet size and
the cross-traffic intensity is a subject of future research.

A final remark is that in most figures we can see that
the confidence intervals decrease with the probe packet
size. Hence, we can draw the conclusion that we get
values with low standard deviation with small probe
packets. However, why this is the case is also a subject
of future research.

IV. OTHER OBSERVATIONS

Due to the fact that the probe packet size affects both
the measured link capacity and the measured available
bandwidth when using DietTopp, a possible method to
identify a wireless bottleneck link in a network path
could be: if the available bandwidth (and the measured
link capacity) changes when probing the path with dif-
ferent packet sizes, this can be taken as an indication that
the path includes a wireless bottleneck. This is important
since, as we have discussed, wireless bottlenecks have
different characteristics than wired bottlenecks. This is
also interesting from an semi-ad-hoc perspective: when
one node of an ad-hoc network is connected to an
infrastructure, such as the Internet, it is important to
determine whether the bottleneck is within the ad-hoc
network or within the infrastructure. Is the bottleneck
within the ad-hoc network there might be possibilities to
route the data differently. Also, ad-hoc router protocols
can perform better with an understanding of bottlenecks
within the ad-hoc network. However, this subject is left
to future research.

An important consequence of the measurements we
have presented in this paper is that the available band-
width will be application dependent in ad-hoc networks
and when wireless links are a bottleneck in general. For
example, a voice over IP application or a distributed
game probably use small packets to send data while a file
transfer application may use larger packets. The available
bandwidth for the applications will not be the same
due to their packet size distribution, as indicated by the
figures above that show decreasing measurement values
when decreasing the probe packet size. This means that
when probing a path containing a wireless bottleneck
link the estimation tool must use a probe packet size
distribution that corresponds to the specific application.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper we have shown measurements that illus-
trate the difference between bandwidth measurements in

wired and wireless networks, such as ad-hoc networks.
We have discussed some of the underlying reasons for
these differences while other reasons are left to further
research. We have used our own tool, DietTopp, to
produce measurement results throughout the paper. For
comparison and validity we have used Pathload. The
measurements have been performed in a testbed where
we have used different kinds of cross traffic, from simple
CBR to bursty pareto distributed cross traffic.

Our conclusions are that measurements in wireless
networks are associated with difficulties that can result
in misleading bandwidth estimations. We have shown
that the packet size is critical to the bandwidth measure-
ment value of both the link capacity and the available
bandwidth. Further, we have shown that the measured
link capacity on wireless links does not only depend on
the packet size, but also on the cross traffic intensity.
We have also addressed the problem of application
dependent probing.

Future research is to investigate why small packets
gives a lower variance when used for active probing
in wireless networks. We will also investigate why the
measured link capacity vary when the probe packet size
vary. It is also important to study what the variable
measured link capacity obtained means for wireless
network applications.
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